The gamma-ray sky has been observed with unprecedented accuracy in the last decade by the Fermi large area telescope (LAT), allowing us to resolve and understand the high-energy Universe. The nature of the remaining unresolved emission (unresolved gamma-ray background, UGRB) below the LAT source detection threshold can be uncovered by characterizing the amplitude and angular scale of the UGRB fluctuation field. This work presents a measurement of the UGRB autocorrelation angular power spectrum based on eight years of Fermi LAT Pass 8 data products. The analysis is designed to be robust against contamination from resolved sources and noise systematics. The sensitivity to subthreshold sources is greatly enhanced with respect to previous measurements. We find evidence (with ∼ 3.7σ significance) that the scenario in which two classes of sources contribute to the UGRB signal is favored over a single class. A double power law with exponential cutoff can explain the anisotropy energy spectrum well, with photon indices of the two populations being 2.55 ± 0.23 and 1.86 ± 0.15.
The gamma-ray sky has been observed with unprecedented accuracy in the last decade by the Fermi large area telescope (LAT), allowing us to resolve and understand the high-energy Universe. The nature of the remaining unresolved emission (unresolved gamma-ray background, UGRB) below the LAT source detection threshold can be uncovered by characterizing the amplitude and angular scale of the UGRB fluctuation field. This work presents a measurement of the UGRB autocorrelation angular power spectrum based on eight years of Fermi LAT Pass 8 data products. The analysis is designed to be robust against contamination from resolved sources and noise systematics. The sensitivity to subthreshold sources is greatly enhanced with respect to previous measurements. We find evidence (with ∼ 3.7σ significance) that the scenario in which two classes of sources contribute to the UGRB signal is favored over a single class. A double power law with exponential cutoff can explain the anisotropy energy spectrum well, with photon indices of the two populations being 2.55 ± 0.23 and 1.86 ± 0.15.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Universe has a network of structures. The so-called cosmic web was formed by gravitational instabilities, starting from the tiny density fluctuations that originated during primordial inflation, which evolved into structures at very different scales, from stars to galaxies, up to galaxy clusters and filaments. Furthermore, this texture nurtures the formation of non-thermal astronomical sources. In ten years of operation, the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) has been providing an unprecedented census of non-thermal emitters in gamma rays. The most recent Fermi-LAT 8-year preliminary Point Source List (FL8Y 1 ) contains 5524 objects detected with a significance greater than 4σ between 100 MeV and 1 TeV. Gamma-ray sources that are too dim to be resolved individually by Fermi-LAT contribute cumulatively to the Unresolved Gamma-Ray Background (UGRB), see Ref. [1] for a recent review. Although the exact composition of the UGRB is still an open issue, high-latitude sources are expected to be mostly of extragalactic origin. Therefore they should follow the matter potential in the Universe (with some bias) and should be distributed anisotropically in the sky. Different populations of gamma-ray emitters induce anisotropies in the UGRB with different amplitudes and different angular and energy spectra [2] . A measurement of the gamma-ray angular power spectrum (APS) can therefore constrain the nature of the UGRB in a complementary way with respect to the intensity energy spectrum and the 1-point photon count probability distribution [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . A different but related approach based on two-point statistics is the cross correlation of the gamma-ray sky with independent probes tracing the large scale structures of the Universe [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The first detection of anisotropies in the UGRB was reported by the Fermi-LAT Collaboration in 2012 [26] , and then updated in 2016, employing 81 months of Pass 7 Fermi LAT data from 0.5 to 500 GeV [27] (hereafter Fornasa et al.) . The latter analysis revealed a hint that the measured APS might be due to more than one population of sources [28] . The raw APS (namely, the one that is measured directly from Fermi-LAT gamma-ray maps) is the sum of three contributions: a) a noise term, C N , due to fluctuations of photon counts, showing no correlation between different pixels in the sky and thus producing a flat APS; b) the auto-correlation of fluctuations due to individual sources with themselves (C P ): in the limit of point-like sources and infinite angular resolution of the telescope, this term shows up only at zero angular separation in real space (which implies a flat APS), but the finite size of the point-spread function (PSF) makes the associated APS decrease at high multipoles; c) the correlation between fluctuations induced by sources located in different positions in the sky: this contribution is expected to trace the cosmic web. C N is expected to become less and less relevant as the statistics grow. C P decreases as the brightest sources become resolved. In the current state of gamma-ray searches, it is still the dominant physical contribution to the APS. The third term is expected to eventually take over once the sensitivity of the telescope is such that a sufficiently large number of bright sources are resolved (and so no longer contribute to the UGRB).
II. SIGNAL EXTRACTION
A study of morphological anisotropies requires data with a good angular resolution. The data selection used in this analysis is designed to obtain the purest event sample and to maximize both the precision of the reconstructed arrival directions and the total photon counts statistics. For these reasons we select Pass 8 2 data of the P8R3 SOURCEVETO V2 event class 3 , and we reject the quartile of events with the worst PSF, which corresponds to all the events flagged as PSF0 type. The data selection comprises 8 years and is performed using version v10r0p5 of the Fermi Science Tools. Data in the energy range between 100 MeV and 1 TeV is subdivided into 100 logarithmically spaced "micro" bins, and for each of them we produce a count map and an exposure map, whose ratio gives 100 flux maps. They are then summed in order to obtain intensity maps in 12 "macro" energy bins between 524 MeV and 1 TeV (see Tab. I). This choice minimizes the effects of the energy dependence of the exposure, and we exploited this fine binning in the estimation of the autocorrelation as will be explained in the next section. Data are spatially binned with HEALPix [29] order 9. The flux maps are masked such that the majority of the Galactic interstellar emission is removed, as well as the contribution from the resolved sources listed in the FL8Y source list (adding sources from the 3FHL catalog [30] when considering energies beyond 10 GeV). The source mask is built taking into account both the brightness of each source and the energy dependence of the PSF. We tested the effectiveness of our masks performing several tests described in the Supplemental Online Material (SOM) [31] . Fig. 1 illustrates the mask built for the energy bin between 1.7 and 2.8 GeV. In order to eliminate the residual Galactic contribution, we subtract the Galactic diffuse emission (GDE) with the model gll iem v6.fits described in [32] : in each micro energy bin, we perform a Poissonian maximum likelihood fit of data maps (considering only unmasked pixels) with the GDE model (with a free normalization) and a spatially constant term accounting for the UGRB and possible cosmic-ray residuals in the LAT; we find normalizations compatible with one within 1σ statistical uncertainty in each energy bin, and then we subtract the normalized GDE model from data maps. An example of masked map leaving only the UGRB in the energy bin (1.7-2.8) GeV is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1 .
FIG. 1. Top:
Mollweide projection of the all-sky intensity map for photon energies in the (1.7-2.8) GeV interval, after the application of the mask built for this specific energy bin. Bottom: Mollweide projection of the UGRB map between (1.7-2.8) GeV. Masked pixels are set to 0; Maps have been downgraded to order 7 for display purposes and smoothed with a Gaussian beam with σ = 0.5 • and σ = 1 • respectively.
III. ANGULAR POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
The APS of intensity fluctuation is defined as:
m a i m a j * m , where the brackets indicate the average on the modes m, the indexes i and j label the i th and the j th energy bins. When i = j, we refer to autocorrelation, to cross-correlation otherwise. The coefficients a m are given by the expansion in spherical harmonics of the intensity fluctuations, δI g ( n) = m a m Y m ( n), with δI g ( n) ≡ I g ( n) − I g and n identifies the direction in the sky.The APS hence quantifies the amplitude of the anisotropy associated with each multipole , which roughly corresponds to a pattern "spot" size of λ (180 • / ). We compute the APS with PolSpice [35, 36] , a Fortran90 software tool which is based on the fast Spherical Harmonic Transform. PolSpice estimates the covariance matrix of the different multipoles taking into account the correlation effect induced by the mask with the algorithm described in [37, 38] . Prior to the measurement, we exploited the standard HEALPix routine to removed the monopole and the dipole terms from the intensity maps in order to eliminate possible spectral leakage (owing to the masking) of these large-scale fluctuations (which have large amplitudes) on the small scales we are interested in. The resolution of the maps and the effect of the PSF are accounted for respectively by the pixel window function, W pix ( ), and the beam window function, W beam (E, ), whose computation is described in the SOM. Any random noise would contribute to the signal when the autocorrelation in the i th energy bin, C ≡ C ii , is performed, hence it must be subtracted from the raw APS. We know that a Poissonian white noise would have a flat APS which can be estimated as in Fornasa et al.:
, n i γ,pix being the photon counts in the ith pixel, i pix the exposure, Ω pix the pixel solid angle, and the average is on the unmasked pixels. Considering this as the only noise term, any other random component not following a Poisson distribution would not be taken into account. Moreover, the above equation forĈ N represents only an estimator of the true C N . Indeed, we found evidence of an underestimation of the noise term above a few GeV, and devised a method to determine the autocorrelation APS without relying on the estimate of C N . We exploit cross-correlations between different but closely adjacent micro energy bins: these are not affected by the noise term, since any kind of noise would not correlate between independent data samples. Also, we do not expect any effect due to the energy resolution of the instrument since the width of the micro bins is larger than the energy resolution, except for bins below 1 GeV (the first macro bin) whose result is anyway compatible with the one obtained by the standard autocorrelation method which is valid at those energies. As explained in the previous section, our macro energy bins are composed of a number N b of micro energy bins. The APS computed in the macro bin can be seen as the sum of all the auto and cross APS computed for all the micro energy bins:
where α, β = 1, ..., N b . Under the reasonable assumption that the contributing sources have a broad and smooth energy spectrum, the APS for each macro energy bin can be obtained as:
where W Eα ( ) = W beam Eα ( )W pix Eα ( ) and N b is the number of micro bins in each macro energy bin 4 . In this way, we avoid relying on the autocorrelation of the micro bins and therefore on the estimate of the noise. The SOM provides more details to support this approach.
FIG. 2. Anisotropy energy spectrum CP (E), whose values are reported in Tab. I. We also show the best-fit models sPLE (single power law with exponential cutoff) and dPLE (double power law with exponential cutoff), and we stress that they have been obtained by considering the total set of C ij P from both auto-and cross-correlations between macro energy bins (see the last section for details about the fitting procedure).
A. AUTOCORRELATION ANISOTROPY ENERGY SPECTRUM
For each energy bin, we find no evidence for andependent APS. This flat behavior is expected if the anisotropy signal is dominated by unresolved point-like sources isotropically distributed in the sky. We therefore derive the level of anisotropy, C P , for each energy bin by fitting the APS with a constant value: this provides the energy spectrum of the anisotropy signal due to gammaray point-like sources. Prior to this fit, each APS was binned to reduce the correlation among neighboring C . To carry out the binning in the most effective way, we implemented the unweighted averaging procedure proposed in Fornasa et al., which was validated with Monte Carlo simulations (see Sec. IV-A of Fornasa et al.). The range global spectrum of the underlying source population flattens. We calculated that when N b > 3, considering our micro energy bin width and an anisotropy energy spectrum ∼ E −4 , the difference between Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 is less than 1%. We use N b = 6 for all but the two highest-energy macro bins, for which we use N b = 11 and N b = 12, respectively.
Emin-Emax
Fit range CP ± δCP C sys of multipoles considered for the fitting procedure is determined taking into account several considerations: we exclude l < 50 where residual large-scale contributions from the foreground emission are significant and leakage from large-scale fluctuations still could be important; the beam window function correction is inaccurate when considering scales much smaller than the PSF: the upper limit in multipole depends on the PSF and on the photon statistics at a specific energy, and hence varies with the energy bin. Further details are provided in the SOM. In Tab. I, we report the obtained C P as a function of energy, as well as the fitting range of multipoles considered, and the systematics related to the uncertainty of the Fermi -LAT effective area A eff 5 . Fig. 2 shows our measurement of the anisotropy energy spectrum between 524 MeV and 1 TeV.
B. CROSS-CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ENERGY BINS
A way to discriminate whether the signal is due to either a single class or multiple classes of point-like sources is to study the cross-correlations among energy bins: distinct populations of sources, presenting different energy spectra, reasonably lie in different sky positions. Similarly to the autocorrelation APS, we find flat cross-APS when performing cross-correlations between macro energy bins. If the anisotropy cross signal is due to a single class of sources, then C ij
. Top: Cross-correlation coefficient rij matrix. This matrix is symmetric and has 1 on the diagonal by construction; the column and the row involving the last energy bin have been removed since the autocorrelation value is negative there and the corresponding rij values have negative roots. Bottom: mean values and standard deviation of the mean in each sub-rectangle of the rij matrix. If only one population contributed to the anisotropy signal, the mean values in the off-diagonal sub-rectangles would be values compatible with one, which is not the case.
C ii P and C jj P are the autocorrelation anisotropy levels in the energy bins i and j respectively. The ratio r ij = C ij P / C ii P C jj P is the cross-correlation coefficient: it should be compatible with 1 for each ij pair if the signal is due to a single class of sources. Fig. 3 (left panel) shows the r ij matrix: low-energy bins clearly correlate with nearby bins, while correlate less with the highenergy ones, and vice versa, meaning that sources contributing to the signal at low energy are not located at the same positions (on the spherical sky projection along the line of sight) as those that contribute at high energy.
Hence, more than one class of source is present.
VI. DISCUSSION
The global measurement, given by both the auto and the cross-correlations, can be exploited to perform a statistical test, in order to establish whether a doublepopulation scenario is favored with respect to a singlepopulation case. We compute the χ 2 for two models: a single power law with an exponential cutoff, sPLE (3 free parameters: normalization, spectral index and cutoff energy), and a double power law with an exponential cutoff, dPLE (5 free parameters: 2 normalizations, 2 indexes and the cutoff energy 6 ). The analytical expressions of these two models are:
The fit is performed on the C ij P normalized by
, where E i and E j refer to the logarithmic center of the i th and j th energy bins, and the resulting best-fit parameters are summarized in Tab. II. The results of the best fits for the autocorrelation amplitudes C P are shown in Fig. 2 . The chi-square difference between the two best-fit configurations is ∆χ 2 = χ 2 sPLE − χ 2 dPLE = 12.24. In order to obtain the statistical significance of the result, we performed 10 7 Monte Carlo samplings of the null hypothesis (the sPLE model) and derived the distribution of the chi-square differences, from which we determine a preference for the dPLE model at the 99.98% CL (corresponding to ∼ 3.7σ). Details about the Monte Carlo can be found in the SOM. The two power-law indices resulting from the best fit of the dPLE model are −2.55 ± 0.23, for the low-energy component and −1.86 ± 0.15, for the one dominating above a few GeV. The best fit for the dPLE model reveals a transition range between the two populations around 4 GeV. Separating the first 4 energy bins from the following 6 bins (we exclude the last 2 energy bins, which are completely beyond E cut , in order to avoid energies affected by absorption by the extragalactic background light), we define 4 sub-rectangles of the cross-correlation coefficient matrix, and evaluate the mean and the standard deviation of the mean for each sub-rectangle. The values are shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3 : the off-diagonal region deviates from 1 at 4σ, which unequivocally favors a double population scenario. TABLE II . Parameters of the fit of the global C ij P energy spectrum for both a single power law with an exponential cutoff and for a double power law with an exponential cutoff. Ecut is in GeV, while N1 and N2 have the same dimension as E 2 C ij P . DoF is the difference between the number of C ij P considered ((12 × (12 + 1))/2) and the number of free parameters of the model. Since the fit has been performed on the C ij P normalized by a factor whose global dimension is E 2 , a factor of 2 should be added to the indices of the power laws to obtain the values in terms of intensity spectra.
While detailed modeling of the underlying source classes is left for upcoming work, our findings are compatible with most of the contributions being from blazar-like sources above a few GeV.
At lower energies, a population with a softer spectrum, such as possibly misaligned AGNs [39] or a different type of blazars [40] , appears to dominate the UGRB. Supplemental Material: The unresolved gamma-ray sky through its angular power spectrum
In the following sections we report further details about the correlation analyses. Specifically, in Sec. I we report details about the construction of the masks, the procedure to subtract the Galactic emission, and the effect of this subtraction on the measurement; in Sec. II we illustrate the computation of the window functions; in Sec. III we outline the procedure to identify the optimal multipole range considered in the different energy bins when fitting the APS to compute the amplitude C P of the anisotropies; in Sec. IV we discuss the noise term and the evidence of its underestimation when considering a Poissonian-only component, together with the definition of a method to overcome this problem; in Sec. V we briefly comment on the study of the cross-correlations between macro energy bins and provide details about the Monte Carlo procedure to evaluate the significance of the result; in Sec. VI we report and comment on comparison between our measurement and the previous obtained in Fornasa et al.; finally, in Sec. VII we illustrate two additional checks we performed to test the reliability of the mask deconvolution.
I. MASK CONSTRUCTION AND FOREGROUND SUBTRACTION
The mask consists of a region with shape determined by the intensity of the Galactic plane emission and circular regions around each source of the Fermi -LAT 8-year (FL8Y) source list, which is a preliminary version of the 4FGL catalog; for energies above 10 GeV, we also include sources from the 3FHL catalog, which is derived specifically for this energy range.
The Galactic plane mask, the same for all the energy bins, has been built by covering all the pixels where the flux of the Galactic model at 1 GeV is 3 times greater than the isotropic component evaluated at the same energy. The analysis is not sensitive to the exact value of this cut.
To build the mask of point sources, for each energy bin [E min , E max ], we take the containment angle as given by the instrument point-spread function PSF(E min ) 7 , and we vary that value to define the radius r src of the covering region on each source, going from a minimum of 2×PSF(E min ), for the faintest source (with flux 8 φ min ), 7 The PSF considered, according to our data selection, is the mean 68% containment angle among PSF1, PSF2 and PSF3 type response functions. 8 We consider the integral photon flux from 1 to 100 GeV for FL8Y sources, and the corresponding quantity estimated from to a maximum of 5×PSF(E min ), for the brightest one (with flux φ max ); in formula:
For bins above 14.5 GeV we conservatively keep E min =8. 3 GeV, because the f sky , namely the fraction of unmasked sky, is already greater than 55%; hence we do not expect to gain much more statistics in further shrinking the mask. This procedure, performed separately for each energy bin considered in our anisotropy analysis, properly interpolates the improvement with energy of the PSF. Notice that the majority of the sources with very high flux are located near the Galactic plane, and are already covered by the Galactic plane mask. Extended sources are masked with large radii according to their size. One example of a mask is shown in Fig. 1 of the paper. Once the Galactic foreground and individual sources mask is applied, we implement a further Galactic emission subtraction. This is performed in each micro energy bin of our analysis with the following procedure: assuming that the detected photons in each pixel outside the mask are the sum of an isotropic emission component C and a high-latitude Galactic diffuse emission, we adopt the Galactic diffuse emission model gll iem v6.fits described in [32] and we fit it to data leaving free its normalization factor N and the constant term C. This maximum likelihood fit for Poissonian statistics is performed over the micro energy binned data, and is done with maps downgraded to order 6 to limit the effects of statistical fluctuations of the counts in each pixel. The resulting normalization factors N are compatible with 1 at every energy and are shown in Fig. 4 (left panel) . They are then applied to the order 9 model maps, which are then subtracted from the corresponding order 9 data maps.
The effect of the foreground, even if not subtracted, is negligible at energies above ∼10 GeV, and this is shown in Fig. 4 (right panel) , where we compare the anisotropy energy spectrum obtained with and without foreground subtraction. Several effects contribute to the explanation why the Galactic emission is not significantly affecting the measurement, mostly at high energy, is due to several combined effects: 1) the foreground mask itself is efficient, 2) we consider only multipoles above = 50, and 3) the energy spectrum of the foreground is significantly softer than the UGRB spectrum above a few GeV (and before the high-energy cutoff). We tested the possible systematics of this subtraction procedure by repeating the measurement considering as normalization factor of the model the upper (N+1σ) or the lower (N-1σ) values of the N factor uncertainty band (reported as a shaded region in the left panel of Fig. 4) ; this test did not highlight any evident systematics.
One issue related to the the foreground model regards the resolution of the interstellar gas component measurements at high latitudes (∼ 0.7 • ) which is adopted in the public model gll iem v6.fits: this is worse than the instrument PSF for energies above 1 GeV. As we know that the Galactic foreground is not affecting our measurements for energies above ∼10 GeV, the coarse-grained resolution of the gas-correlated component would potentially affect our foreground-subtraction in our second, third, fourth, and fifth energy bins (those between 1 and 10 GeV). We verified that using higher resolution maps (under internal development) does not affect our results. We do not model the solar inverse Compton emission: it is localized along the ecliptic and hence expected to only contribute at very low multipoles, which we exclude from our analysis. Our case is analog to that discussed in Fornasa et al., and we refer to Sec. D of that work, which demonstrates that the effect of this component on the final anisotropy energy spectrum is negligible.
Any leakage from resolved point-like sources due to PSF effects could affect the APS measurement. We tested the reliability of our masks by considering an additional term in the Poissonian fitting procedure to extract the UGRB signal: a resolved point-like source template based on the FL8Y source list. To build such a template we considered the spectral shape and parameters provided with the FL8Y list for each source and then we integrated the resulting spectrum between E min and E max to compute the total flux in a given energy bin [E min -E max ]. We created point source maps for each energy interval by placing these fluxes at relative source loca-tions and then convolving with the instrumental PSF(θ). The ∆(ln(Likelihood)) for each energy bin does not reveal a preference for the model with the additional source template: this test confirms that we have no leakage from point-like source emission outside our masks.
II. WINDOW FUNCTIONS
The map resolution and the effect of the PSF are taken into account by the pixel window function, W pix ( ), and by the beam window function, W beam (E, ), respectively. The former is computed using the HEALPix routine pixwin, while the latter is determined as:
where P (cos θ) are the Legendre polynomials of index . Since the PSF is a function of energy, it is necessary to average W beam (E, ) inside each energy bin weighted by the intensity energy spectrum of the UGRB, which is approximately a power law with index −2.3 [33] . This gives the bin-averaged beam function W beam E ( ), where E here labels the energy bin under consideration. Fig. 5 shows W beam (E, ) as a function of energy and the multipole for the SOURCEVETO PSF1+2+3 class of events and some of its averages W beam E ( ). We call W E ( ) the product of the bin-averaged beam window function and the pixel window function. Fig. 7 shows the APS for all the energy bins: they are compatible with a flat spectrum, as expected if the anisotropy signal is dominated by a population of unresolved point-like sources isotropically distributed in the sky. We binned the obtained raw APS from PolSpice, as well as the associated covariance matrix returned by the algorithm, into 26 logarithmic multipole bins in order to smooth the intrinsic fluctuation of this function; to do this we implemented the unweighted averaging procedure proposed in Fornasa et al., which was validated with Monte Carlo simulations (see Sec. IV-A of Fornasa et al.) . Assuming a signal dominated by the correlation at zero angular separation of an unresolved population (see Introduction), we fit the APS with a constant in a specific range of multipoles (as defined below): this returns the level of anisotropy C P in each energy bin. Since at the lowest multipoles a residual Galactic foreground contamination might be present, while at the highest multipoles the correction for the PSF can introduce inaccuracies, a proper definition of an energy-dependent range of multipoles in which to perform the fit is crucial.
III. FROM APS TO CP
Regarding the large physical scales (low multipoles), we apply a cut for multipoles below min = 50 at each energy. Fig. 6 shows the case of the first energy bin, where the Galactic foreground is expected to contribute the most: the effect of the foreground on the APS is in fact relevant at low multipoles: it affects the measurement and contributes to considerably increase the uncertainty below = 50, while its effect is reduced above this threshold. Fig. 6 also shows that subtraction is quite effective in reducing the impact of Galactic foreground in a wide multipole range. Even though the effect of Galactic foreground on the APS decreases with energy, to stay on the safe side we apply a cut min = 50 at all energies.
To determine the upper extent on the multipole range for the fit, we define a fiducial test which is sensitive to both the angular (and therefore ) extent of the PSF and the reduction of statistics at increasing energies. We define a trust function 9 R(l) = ∆C /C P as the ratio between the absolute error of the APS at any given , and the C P obtained by fitting the APS up to that multipole . The maximal multipole max up to which we trust the PSF correction is the one at which R( ) becomes greater than 1. An example of this procedure is shown in the right panel of Fig. 6 . In any case the maximum value considered is 1000, even if our method would allow a greater l max , in order to avoid any edge effects related to the APS computation. The gray regions in the plots of Fig. 7 illustrate the range of multipoles in which the APS is fitted: one can notice how max increases to higher multipoles as the energy increases, due to the progressive improvement of the PSF as a function of energy. The APS fit is performed considering the covariance matrix returned by PolSpice, for the range of multipoles determined by the procedure described above.
IV. ESTIMATION OF THE POISSONIAN NOISE
This section reviews the standard procedure to compute the autocorrelation, focusing on the importance of the removal of the noise component, and motivates the need to define the new technique presented in Sec. III of the paper in order to obtain the autocorrelation APS.
The Poissonian noise C N is a constant term in the APS, and can be estimated as C N =
. Being a shot noise term, it affects only the determination of the autocorrelation. In order to interpolate the variation in the detector exposure, it is computed in each "micro" energy bin and then summed in order to obtain the 9 The influence of the PSF correction on the C P can be found in the same definition of the APS, while for the case of the C error it can be understood by looking at its analytical definition:
value for the "macro" energy bins for which we present our analysis. The C N values for each "macro" bin are reported in Tab.V. The autocorrelation APS returned by PolSpice must be corrected for this noise: this is achieved by subtracting the C N constant term, after which the correction due to the PSF and pixel effects are applied:
Let us call this the standard method. For each APS in each macro energy bin we then compute the C P values and we obtain the anisotropy energy spectrum shown in Fig. 9 , top-left panel. In the topright panel we also show the cross-correlation between two independent data samples: the first 4 years (F4yrs) against the second 4 years (L4yrs) of data (i.e., the result of correlating F4yrs × L4yrs). The two samples have been subject to the same data selection discussed in Sec. II of the paper for the full analysis. The advantage in performing this check is that random fluctuations do not correlate between the two separate time periods, and a white noise subtraction is no longer needed for this crossin-time correlation. This result is a noiseless realization of the anisotropy study, but being based on half the statistical sample it is affected by a larger error. If the noise estimate C N is correct, its subtraction in Eq. 5 is proper and the results obtained by the standard and noiseless determination of the C P should coincide. The top-right panel in Fig. 9 shows that this appears not to be the case, and suggest that a misestimation of the noise is present.
To investigate more deeply this point, in Fig. 9 (topright panel) we also report the autocorrelations of the two sub-samples, F4yrs and L4yrs (i.e. F4yrs × F4yrs and L4yrs × L4yrs). We notice that, above a few GeV, the cross-correlation spectrum is systematically below the autocorrelation one, while the autocorrelations for the two smaller data samples are systematically above.
Since the total data sample is in fact composed of the union of F4yrs and L4yrs samples, which are independent, it should be that:
where the indexes 1 and 2 refer to F4yrs and L4yrs respectively. Indeed, this is what we obtain, as illustrated in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 9 : this proves the consistency of all the measurements among themselves and points to an underestimation of the random noise C N in the autocorrelations. This effect appears larger when the statistics are reduced (as occurs when we consider the two time bin samples, each of which has roughly half of the statistics of our full analysis). We find the same result (increase of the autocorrelation APS when the statistical sample is reduced) when we define the time bins as the first four even years (E4yrs, namely the 2 nd , 4 th , 6 th , 8 th ) and the first four odd years (O4yrs, namely the 1 st , 3 rd , 5 th , 7 th ); this should exclude systematics related to the time bins definition or unaccounted transients. To confirm that the underestimation of the noise is accentuated when reducing the statistics of the sample, we applied our analysis to the PSF3 type events (which represent 1/3 of the data we use by adopting the PSF1+2+3 event types). In this case as well we find an autocorrelation spectrum above the one obtained with the whole sample. The same effect has been observed also when reducing the dimension of the energy bins, and an opposite behavior is found when enlarging the energy binning.
All this evidence suggests that the estimation of the noise in our measurement is not effective. A possible explanation could relate to a small deviation of the random noise distribution from a Poissonian, which could be induced, e.g., by data cleaning procedures or to an inaccurate estimator of the Poissonian noise (to estimate the noise, we use measured counts in each pixel which are just an estimator of the true photon emission). Another possible explanation is related to the effectiveness of the mask removal algorithm in PolSpice: it can introduce a small bias in the autocorrelation APS of noise-dominated maps (the cross-correlation case is exempt from such a bias, since it does not exhibit noise). This additional unaccounted for effect is of the order of one percent of the estimated Poissonian C N term that we estimate. Since the APS signal is largely sub-dominant at high energy as compared to the noise (which makes noise subtraction not only necessary but also delicate), it is clear that even a small deviation of the order of a few percent of the subtracted C N can result in a different measurement of the signal up to a 10% (this is the case of the highest energy bin, where the estimated Poissonian noise is two orders of magnitude higher than the C P value), as can be seen by comparing the various estimates reported in Tab. IV and Tab.V.
For this reason we decided to adopt a different technique to measure the autocorrelation APS in the various (macro) energy bins, that for definiteness we call improved noiseless. The technique is outlined in the main section of the paper, and is based on the fact that if the sources contributing to the APS signal have broad energy spectra (with no structure on the scale of our micro energy bins, as is expected for any astrophysical source), we can assume that the autocorrelation spectra of the micro bins are well approximated by the average APS of all the cross-correlations between the same bins. In this case the APS is simply given by Eq. 2 of the paper.
In the bottom-right panel of Fig. 9 we show the two measurements of anisotropy energy spectrum, obtained with the standard analysis and with the noiseless improved one, and we also report the statistical error band associated to the estimator of the noise term, applied to the standard measurement only. Tab. V outlines the impact of the unaccounted for noise term and the size. The C P values obtained with the standard analysis are reported in Tab. IV. The APS estimator in Eq. 2 also could be computed by approximating each C δδ ,micro term with a weighted mean of all the cross-correlation terms C γδ ,micro 10 (in place of the arithmetic mean adopted in the current work), the weights being (E γ E δ ) −α , where α is taken from the best fit of the sPLE model. This second estimator of the autocorrelation in each macro bin returns a C P value almost identical to the one presented in this work.
V. CROSS APS
The cross-APS between intensity maps in two different macro energy bins, E i and E j , is computed as:
In analogy to the determination of the autocorrelation APS, the amplitudes of the cross C ij P are determined by fitting the measured C ij with a constant value. For each couple of cross-correlated energy bins, the range of multipoles considered to compute the C ij P (the interval between min = 50 and the energy-dependent max ) is the smaller of the two intervals derived for E i and E j with the method of the trust function R discussed in Sec. III and shown in Fig. 7 (i.e., it is the interval pertaining to Relevant parameters for the noise contribution study N , N being the number of counts in that macro energy bin; we then report the fraction of "missing noise" (relative to the Poissonian noise) arising from the determination of the autocorrelation amplitude CP in the given macro energy bin with the standard autocorrelation analysis (C std P ) and the improved noiseless C imp P , obtained with the technique of determining the autocorrelation in the macro energy bin by using the information from the cross-correlations between the micro energy-bins that form the macro energy bin (see text for details). The last column shows the ratio between the C imp P and the Poissonian noise CN . the lowest energy between E i and E j ). In Tab. VII we report the values of the C ij P for each pair of E i and E j bins.
Regarding the analysis of the auto-and crosscorrelations aimed at determining the underlying field of sources, we perform a 2-dimensional fit as outlined in Sec. IV of the main paper. In Fig 8 the three panels report examples of cross-correlation anisotropy energy spectra for three different macro energy bins correlated with all the others, and the best-fit curves at those values of E i and E j are also reported.
In the determination of the χ 2 , we neglect covariance between signals in different macro energy bins. This is justified by the fact that the main source of error is given by the photon noise, which is uncorrelated in different energy bins.
The chi-square difference between the two best-fit configurations is ∆χ 2 = χ 2 sP LE − χ 2 dP LE = 12.24. In order to obtain the statistical significance of the result, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation to compute the ∆χ 2 distribution in the assumption that the null hypothesis (sPLE model) holds true. We produced 10 7 fake-data samples generating fake C ij P values for each E i E j from the best-fit parameters of the sPLE model, and randomized them according to gaussian distributions with standard deviations equal to the statistical errors of real data.
Each fake-data sample is then fitted with both sPLE and dPLE models, the ∆χ 2 is computed, and eventually we obtain the ∆χ 2 distribution. The latter provides information about the CL of rejection of the null hypothesis: in particular we find a p-value = 0.0002 and determined that for real data sPLE model is rejected at the 99.98% CL (corresponding to ∼ 3.7σ). In Fig. 8 (bottomright) we report the ∆χ 2 distribution obtained from this Monte Carlo procedure compared to a χ 2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, which is the one predicted by Wilks' theorem [34] for the case of linear and nested models 11 . TABLE VI. The sky coverage fraction f sky , the anisotropy amplitudes CP , and their relative errors δCP for each energy bin in the case the 3FGL catalog is used to mask the sky and the standard analysis is adopted. The ranges of multipoles considered in the fit of the APS are the same used for the nominal case and reported in Tab. I of the paper. Fig. 10 compares the measurement of the anisotropy energy spectrum obtained in this paper (with point sources masked according to the FL8Y source list, and with the adoption of our improved technique) with the measurement we obtain by adopting the 3FGL catalog for masking resolved point sources and by using the standard analysis technique. The latter can be directly compared to the analysis of Fornasa et al., which adopted the same 3FGL catalog and the same noise-subtraction technique, but with lower photon count statistics.
We note that the results obtained with the 3FGL catalog, reported in Tab. VI, are totally consistent with the results of the previous investigation, the only difference being the gain in statistics which manifests itself in a noticeable reduction of the error bars. The greater statistics here are possible due to a larger integration time for the detector and also thanks to an improved technique adopted to define the point source mask.
The comparison with the new measurement performed by masking the FL8Y source list shows the extent of the reduction of the APS as a consequence of the reduced number of unresolved sources left after FL8Y. Since the anisotropy energy spectrum found masking the 3FGL sources shows similar features 12 to the result presented here, we expect the low-energy population to be present in the FL8Y catalog and to be a relevant fraction of objects not associated with any source of the 3FGL catalog.
VII. TEST ON MASK DECONVOLUTION
In order to check that mask deconvolution does not introduce artifacts in the measured angular power spectrum, we performed two additional checks. In the first, we have have performed an apodization of our masks with a scale of the order of half the masking radius defined for each source, adopting a sine behavior for the apodizing function. This operation should prevent possible artifacts driven by the sharp edges of the masked regions. Fig. 11 (left panel) shows that the results obtained with apodization are well consistent with the results obtained with our nominal masks, while exhibiting a larger error since the fraction of the unmasked sky is reduced.
The second check was an evaluation of the possible effects induced by the mask through simulated full-sky gamma-ray maps. We generated 10 4 maps with the same (2-point) statistical correlation as the one estimated for the real sky in our analysis. We adopted the synfast generator provided by HEALPix, starting from a flat (in multipole) angular power spectrum with amplitude equal to our measurement. Each generated map was then analyzed with the PolSpice algorithm in two ways: first without a mask and then with the same mask adopted in our analysis. The distribution of the relative differences between the reconstructed C P from the full-sky and masked-sky analyses is shown in Fig. 11 (right panel) for two energy bins, (1.0−1.7) GeV and (8.3−14.5) GeV. The shaded bands indicate the corresponding statistical relative errors we obtained in the nominal analysis. We note that the differences are distributed around zero, with a width much smaller than the statistical error of our measurement. This demonstrates that the mask deconvolution is performed properly and it does not translate into a bias of the measured C P .
FIG. 4. Left: Normalization factor resulting from the Poissonian fit of the Galactic foreground to the data outside the mask; for visualization purposes, we report the normalizations for the macro energy bins computed averaging the values of the micro ones. Right: autocorrelation anisotropy energy spectrum with and without foreground subtraction. In both cases monopole and dipole terms have been removed from intensity maps prior to the APS computation. 2) GeV. The dashed line is the best-fit curve for the sPLE model, while the solid line is the best-fit curve for the dPLE model (see Sec. IV of the main paper for details about the fitting models). Bottom-right: ∆χ 2 distribution obtained from the Monte Carlo procedure discussed in the text compared to a χ 2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, which is the one predicted by the Wilks' theorem in the case of linear and nested models. Our model is nested but nonlinear, and the simulations show that the two additional degrees of freedom in the dPLE model result in a narrower distribution of ∆χ 2 .
